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FINALE BINGO 2016

Performer winks 

at camera.

Germany is the 

last country to 

receive points.

Televoting is 

explained.

Waiting-for-the-

results-show

contains

kids.

A country ends 

up with zero 

points.

Petra flirts

with male 

artist.

Intro video of 

a country

contains

mirrors.

Russia wins!

Eurovision 

Song Contest 

tune plays.

Performer wears 

gold shoes.

Song is about

a miracle.

Result announcer 

thanks host for 

a wonderful 

show.

Beyonce style

dancing.

Performance 

contains a hula 

hoop.

All the finalist

gather on stage.

Background

singers

whistle.

Hip hop

dancing.

Five people

sing at once

on stage.

Someone

wears a

wig.

Petra changes

outfit.

Background

visuals contain

butterflies.

Junior 

Eurovision

Song Contest

is mentioned.

Host makes a

bad joke. 

Voting starts.

Flashbacks to

funny 

Eurovision

acts.
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Waiting-for-the-

results-show

contains

singers.

Jon Ola Sand 

says a 

few words.

Fireworks

falls on stage.

Result announcer 

has technical

difficulties.

Televoting is 

explained.

Intro video of 

a country

contains

dansers.

Lithuania is the 

last country to 

receive points.

Someone wears

a mask.

Eurovision 

Song Contest 

tune plays.

Eurovision taxi

is back.

Performer sings 

off key.

Mons changes

outfit.

Contestant 

outfit lights 

up.

Song is about

slowing down.

Background

singers clap

their hands.

Lead singer plays 

the guitar.

Someone wears

false eye lashes.

Singer their

sleeves

reach the

floor.

Visuals contain

lightning.

Singer is 

wearing pink

shoes.

Singer is

wearing

gloves.

Emotional

dancing.

Abba is

mentioned.
Australia wins!

Flashbacks

to former 

Swedish 

Eurovision 

contestants.
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Singer wears 

silver shorts.

Hungary is 

the last 

country to 

receive points.

Televoting is 

explained.

Someone wears

a jumpsuit.

Waiting-for-the-

results-show

contains

animals.

Twelve points 

are given to a 

neighbouring 

country.

Eurovision 

Song Contest 

tune plays.

Someone wears

an eye patch.

Song is about 

a ghost.

Synchronised

dancing.

Hair

changes

on stage.

Singer is not 

wearing shoes.

Performer wears 

bodypaint.

The stage is

on fire.

Result announcer 

is a former

eurovision

contestant.

Contestant 

keeps pointing 

with his/her

finger.

Contestant 

wears a 

dress with lots of 

cleavage.

Presenters

do not change 

outfits.

Audience 

member makes

a piece

sign.

Eurovision app

is mentioned.

Performer wears 

a hair band.

Four monks

apear on

stage.

Performer is

wearing knee

high 

stockings.

Flashbacks to

dance moves

in previous

Eurovision

Song Contests.

The Netherlands 

wins!
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Result announcer 

stands in front 

of a fountain.

Someone wears 

ripped jeans.

Mons

performs.

Gitarist jumps.

A recap is 

shown of all the 

contestants.

Intro video

of a country

contains

roller skates.

Eurovision 

Song Contest 

tune plays.

Song is about

color.

Someone waves 

a glowstick.

Presenters

change outfits

twice.

Performer

wears hair

in pony tail.

Annoying flashy

lighting during

a performance.

Someone blows

a kiss to the

camera.

Ballet

dancing.

Act uses a 

windmachine.

Michael Jackson

look a like.

Croatia is the 

last country to 

receive points.

Televoting is

explained.

Waiting-for-the-

results-show

contains

robots.

Ukraine wins!

Singer lies

on the

floor.

Contestant outfit 

changes on 

stage.

Performer has

a flower tattoo.

Dress is

longer in

the back.

Flashbacks to

Eurovision

winners.
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Result 

announcer

sings.

Georgia

is the last country 

to receive points.

Televoting is 

explained.

Singer runs off to 

smaller stage in 

the audience.

The stage is

misty.

Performer is

in a cage.

Eurovision 

Song Contest 

tune plays.

Singer has a

gold microfone.

Contestant 

wears 

extremely

sparkly outfit.

Singer is

pregnant.

Inappropriate

zoom in by the 

camera man.

Male singer

wears a

bracelet.

Host translates

something in

French.

Waiting-for-the-

results-show

contains

dancers.

Flashback to

Conchita Wurst.
France wins!

Intro video of

a country

contains a

maze.

There are

actual flowers

on stage.

Petra makes

a joke about

her age.

There are 

some technical 

difficulties.

Last sixty

seconds of

voting time

is announced.

Male 

background

dancer is

wearing a

crop top.

Someone 

throws

confetti.

Song is about

waiting.

Presenters

change outfits

once.


